
The key to effective strategies with mind-blowing results is knowing how to tell your story in a way 
that can be easily measured and duplicated. This is my own process framework to streamline any 
marketing project.

Once metrics data has been collected and analyzed, then optimization can begin.

My optimization process looks at bounce rates, heat maps, and conversion statistics to develop ways 
to find gaps and make corrections. This is often done through changes in SEO (Search Engine 
Optimization) and applying heavy keyword adjustments.

Strategies &
Metrics

How is my marketing strategy unique?

How are metrics applied to my circular marketing strategy framework?



However, the most important part of my process is creating functional funnels that are built 
around the needs and goals of the client.

Functional funnels are funnels where metrics can be tracked, and improvements can be made. These 
funnels can look different depending on the project they are applied to.

Social media, for instance, is the most immediately recognized funnel. Here it’s best to know the 
target audience of each platform, create branded content that is adjusted for each platform’s target 
audience, and remember the three Ts; tone, tags, and transaction.

Another often underutilized funnel is targeted emails and SMS marketing. While everyone hates 
having their inboxes and phones filled with spam, creating pleasing emails and SMS campaigns that 
trigger your audience personas lead to conversions.

47% of marketers stated that email is their most effective marketing channel, followed by 
social media marketing (39%), SEO (33%), and content marketing (33%). From: GetResponse

Backlinking is another often misunderstood and underutilized funnel. Marketing managers often 
create backlink spam that hurts their search engine scores. The goal is to develop a network of 
partnerships and content that organically supports each other. Simple ways to do this is through 
blogging, media partnerships, and influencer marketing.

An influencer marketing your brand on TikTok is the most modern version of a successful 
backlink.

The last part of my process is understanding successes and gaps. A common mistake many 
marketers often make is pouring money down the drain in ad campaigns attempting to fix the lack of 
interest in their product or campaign. A lot of information can be gained by the performance metrics 
you are analyzing, but some market research has to be done straight from the source. This means 
talking and listening to the audience, creating survey systems that gain responses, and knowing how 
to correctly interpret A/B testing.

https://www.getresponse.com/resources/reports/email-marketing-benchmarks#average-results-by-message-type


Leveraging what is successful can create even more success because that is what resonates 
with your audience.

Here are some project summary examples of how this process has been applied in the past:

What does the outcome of this process look like?

Open Project Marketing Brief Open Project Marketing Brief Open Project Marketing Brief

Open Project Marketing Brief Open Project Marketing Brief

https://www.definelulu.com/_files/ugd/64bbc6_7664ad93258c4ed1afa796fdaf8e5bfe.pdf
https://www.definelulu.com/_files/ugd/64bbc6_f677d9e613d54e4fa460b3e919e555e4.pdf
https://www.definelulu.com/_files/ugd/64bbc6_4e9568e5840b44728e31575b99f06119.pdf
https://www.definelulu.com/_files/ugd/64bbc6_23a65a9463be41aa8305e38a8c4f3b1a.pdf
https://www.definelulu.com/_files/ugd/64bbc6_7098a95b9b7f40ce9dcb245e69df0d08.pdf

